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Abstract

This thesis develops a methodology for identifying customers (pacesetters) who offer the
greatest insights for new product development. We have proposed an Internet-based
market research approach for identifying pacesetters using techniques such as conjoint
analysis, Information Pump, and Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC). The combined
use of following criteria identifies a pacesetter's DNA: product attribute alertness
(evaluation ability, associational fluency, spontaneous flexibility) and financial alertness
(awareness of "future" target market). Input from pacesetter customers is highly valued in
the product development process because they provide representative and timely
customer needs information for decision making in the automotive product design and
development process. The proposed research focuses on the integration of these
methods and the product designer's product attribute knowledge to accelerate product
design crystallization. The methodology was developed to fit in the context of automotive
new product development of crossover vehicles. This thesis proposes an improved
automotive product development process; first, to understand which customer needs
influence the product crystallization process (contrasting it with the traditional system
engineering process); second, to accelerate crystallization; and last, to translate market
needs into product specifications using improved points of contact between pacesetters
and product engineers. This thesis is grounded in the Product Development (PD) track of
the System Design and Management Program. It helps in the formulation of a new
product development strategy that will drive program decisions regarding system,
subsystem, and component level product design requirements.
The most important contributions of this thesis are, a "how to" cookbook for identifying
pacesetters for different product development phases and a methodology to understand
which customer needs influence product crystallization process. This thesis raises the
notion that in an Internet-based market research approach, the respondents should not
be treated equally, and proposes a procedure for selective listening. We developed a
methodology for building a customer knowledge system for the effective management of
customer data at different phases of the product development process. We also identified
key interface points for the "Voice of the Customer" input in a system engineering based
new product development process.
Thesis Supervisor: Ely Dahan
Title: Assistant Professor of Marketing, MIT
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5
5.1

Introduction
Motivation

When we talk about connecting with tomorrow's automobile buyers today, we are
talking about predicting the future. Probably the only thing for sure about
discussing the future is that regardless of what might seem apparent from our
perspective in 2001, it probably will not turn out exactly as we envisioned it.
Figure 5.1 shows a future vision of 1961 automobile as predicted by an unknown
product designer in 1911.

"Things the Motorist

Wants to Know"- 1911
vision of 1961 car

Figure 5.1 - 1911 vision of 1961 car

This designer's concept of the car of the future was obviously shaped by his
perspective on vehicle technology in 1911. Any long-range forecast we make
today is just as likely to be colored by our own perspective in time. The future will,
of course, be an extension of the present, and we can look at our trajectory and
feel confident of where we'll land, but we too probably have a few surprises in
store for us along the way. Still, the direction of today's development efforts does
provide a good indication of where we'll end up. Ford Design Chief, J. Mays calls
7

it the 10-year-old-boy test: "When a kid sees a car on the street he has to instantly
be able to say "Oh, that's the fill-in-the-blank Ford." They've got to identify it
instantly and they've got to like it."
In North America during last decade all the major automobile companies have
discontinued station wagons and big sedans, and embraced new types of
vehicles: minivans and sport utility vehicles (SUV). Chrysler took early lead in the
minivan market, while Ford emerged as a leader in SUV market. The market for
minivan and SUV products is still hot, but companies have started getting early
warning of a slowing market such as, the need for higher incentives at the car
dealership to move the inventory, and more competition from other companies
leading to erosion of profit. To prepare for future, the auto companies have
started to hedge their commitments by creating a new hybrid market segment
called the "Crossover vehicle segment," by combining attractive product features
from sedan, truck, SUV, and minivan segments. The companies are
experimenting with exterior body design and defining a new flexible body interior
architecture while also trying to harness new technologies such as telematics.

There are many new vehicle technologies out there and lots of very innovative
systems too.

In fact, the whole development end of the industry seems to be

alive with a sense of adventure that was not there before. There used to be a
saying hung on office walls around Motorola to the effect that: "Where there are
paradigms, shift happens." It seems clear that shift is happening from one end of
the automotive industry to the other. Moreover, it goes beyond body interior
architecture and the shape of the automobile to include our way of designing and
building it, as well. People are using new computer tools for three-dimensional
modeling, computer simulation, virtual prototyping, and computer-aidedmanufacturing. The computerization of all these processes from concept to
finished product is expanding our capabilities, compressing the time it takes to get
things done, and creating what amounts to a whole new paradigm for the way we
do our jobs.
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Nowhere is this paradigm shift more apparent than in an automotive company's
relationship with its customers and in automotive market research. The impact of
the Internet on the automobile market is dramatically increasing. Consumers are
using the Internet as an information source not only when shopping for a new car,
but throughout the lifetime of vehicle ownership. As automakers, manufacturers of
vehicle products, and service providers integrate the Internet into their business
processes and partner with other Web ventures, opportunities to create a network
of integrated service and product offerings will ultimately drive benefits to the
consumer. Vehicle manufacturing is extremely complex, from both a logistical and
a technical standpoint: The nature of the information flow in regard to vehicle
build, retail distribution, and demand forecasting is equally complex. The existing
gaps and inefficiencies in vehicle-demand forecasting will be diminished by
online-enabled market research techniques. Here are some of the key challenges
facing the automotive industry:
" What are the drivers and inhibitors, both structurally (Business to Business)
and from the standpoint of consumer behavior (Business to Customer)?
*

How can manufacturers win in this market by using Internet-based market
research tools?

*

How can manufacturers integrate captured market research data at
appropriate vehicle design phases in the product development process?

5.2

Thesis Goals

When the learning takes place in functional silos of the business organization,
both the learning and the decision-making are not sufficient for the multidimensional requirements of the customer. We need to tap into the customer pool
and identify those pacesetters that have gained product knowledge based on their
personal product usage. We borrowed the concept of "pacesetters" from
marathon runners, where depending on terrain, a different pacesetter will set pace
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for pack of followers, and set the pace of marathon. In the business world,
pacesetters are the customers who set the pace or rhythm of the product attribute
evolution. They can be used to stimulate new product development, and at the
same time, to provide a boundary line of public acceptance. In order to continue
to make effective decisions, we need a decision network that transforms the
organization's abundant, but scattered, customer knowledge into a unified,
coherent course of action. In other words, we need to find information from "data
smog." We need to invest resources to find new ways to use the company's
product knowledge, and customer information. There is a need for building a
customer knowledge system for effective management of customer data.
We have proposed a structured methodology called Virtual Customer Driven
Product Design Crystallization to address this issue. This involves developing a
methodology to identify pacesetters on the Internet, and incorporating pacesetter
input into the company's design process.

In the chapters that follow, we review several Internet-based market research
tools. We describe Lead User methodology, and the Information Pump, a Webbased market research tool. We also discuss the advantages and limitations of
using Internet-based market research tools. We then review the current state of
automotive product development. We describe the requirements cascade, vehicle
partitioning, and attribute partitioning. Following that, we propose a methodology
called "Product Design Crystallization." We propose an Internet-based pacesetter
identification process, and show product design crystallization process framework.
Finally, we conclude by summarizing our most important contributions, and
suggesting future research topics.

10
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Internet-Based Market Research Tools

"Quod volimus credimus libenter."
"BEWARE"
- Nick Usborne in his July 17, 2000 column on
ClickZ Network website (WWW.clikz.com).

These words should be on of every Product Design Engineer's desk, engraved on
a big brass plate. The approximate translation of the Latin phrase is: "WE
BELIEVE WHAT WE WANT TO."

Engineers and designers working on product development sometimes can turn a
blind eye to anything going wrong with their new product. They believe what they
want to; in this case, they may believe that they have developed the perfect
product, which should be selling like hotcakes. There are also some product
developers who believe that they know more about what customers want in the
new product than the customers themselves. Their belief is reinforced by
engineering folklore, which says: Customers can't tell you what they want;
Customers don't know what they want until they see it; No customer would have
said they wanted a:
-

Microwave oven

-

VCR

-

Walkman

-

Hula-hoop

-

Pet rock

This kind of belief system may have worked in the past in a sellers' market, or
when there was very little competition, but it would not work in today's new world
economy, which is transforming from an industrial age to an information age.
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Prahalad et al. (2000) talked about the role of consumers in this transformation,
"from that of a passive audience to active players in co-creating value. In this
information-age economy, the Internet will be a key enabler for making consumers
increasingly engaged and active collaborators in product development." We need
to develop market research methods that can exploit this capability of the Internet
to design and develop new products personalized to individual customer's needs.
According to the American Marketing Association's definition, "Marketing research
is the use of scientific methods to identify and define marketing opportunities and
problems; generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing
performance; and improve our understanding of marketing as a process."
Successful market research involves has two key aspects:
" Communication
"

Information

Invention of the printing press in the 1450s marked western culture's first viable
method of mass communication and distribution of information to large audiences.
During the industrial revolution onwards, the availability of information has steadily
grown. All previous growth is dwarfed when compared to information growth since
the introduction of the Internet. The Internet is a limitless repository of information
and is a perfect medium for communication and information storage/retrieval for
market research purposes. The companies are looking at huge amounts of
customer data present on the Internet as a possible source of getting customer
needs information, but the Internet presents its own problems. The problem of
"how to find knowledge out of data smog," i.e., from this overloaded repository of
information. In other words, on the Internet there is more available customer
information than anyone could ever sort or filter using conventional means, there
is a need to develop special-purpose market research techniques to sort through
and retrieve useful customer information.
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The companies need to build a customer knowledge system for the effective
management of customer data on the Web. In the following section we provide an
overview of the Web-based methods and tools that exist and/or being developed
for this purpose.

6.1

Overview of Internet-based Market Research Tools

In the '70s companies asked, "How can we sell this widget to people?"; In the '80s
companies asked, "How much will people pay for this widget?" Now, the
companies are asking, "What kind of widget do people really want to buy?" In
order to get answer to this question companies need to use communication and
information retrieval tools to listen to voice of customers. Figure 6.1 shows a
typical communication between automobile customers.

New Car is

aIve

the Door Handles Feel
ReySmooth& SoIProes
Thn1Oe Themt

had My New Car for
6 Monhi- Without Any

Mey A"M,
HW~OYo

Your

SLike

New Car?

rve Takeon My Wife's
ForeIn Caw Back Three
Times t. Fix the WindniMe
and it is Still There.
However My New Ford
is Exceptio"a.l1 Quiet & I
Love it

Figure 6.1 - Voice Of Customer
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Customers are not engineers, and they cannot set technical specs, so the above
customer conversations are not in the form of technical specifications that
designers can use. Listening to the customer means getting beyond the features
or solutions they ask for, to understanding the needs they represent. Everything
builds on the Voice of the Customer. Simply stated, the Voice of the Customer
Process helps ensure development of the right product at the right price, while
optimizing the use of corporate resources. Over the years, companies have
developed various tools and processes to capture "customer voice." Since the
Internet is a perfect medium for information exchange and communication,
companies are rushing to modify pre-Internet market research methods, or to
develop some novel Web-based tools to integrate voice of customer into the
product development process.
Ely Dahan and John R. Hauser (2000) have described how virtual customer
research is exploiting new Web-based communication and information
technologies. Here, we briefly summarize some of the methods. Web-based
conjoint analysis uses traditional paper-based conjoint analysis as a starting point
and leverages the Internet's unique capabilities to overcome some of the
shortcomings of traditional conjoint analysis. For example, we can show 3-D
images and animations to clarify some of the concept designs, customers can
make informed decisions by looking at more product details which are just a click
away, the user interface is improved to make a respondent's task more
interesting. New methods, like Fast Polyhedral Adoptive Conjoint Estimation
(FastPACE) are being developed, which expands current capabilities using new
mathematical algorithms, and are well suited for real-time data analysis using an
Internet interface.

User design, a customer-feedback method by which customers design their own
products, utilized the web's unique user interface capabilities to gain knowledge
about customer preferences. Market researchers' can even find out the amount of
time spent by customers while making each decision, thus identifying what
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concepts are important to customers and/or unclear to them. The Web medium
allows customers to virtually customize the product. MIT Media Lab's Michael
Schrace (1999) says that, "Sophisticated clients don't just want customized
products and services; they want the power to customize." The Web medium
gives customers "power to customize." By observing customer behavior along
"Build to Stock" and "Made to Order" scales, we can predict market share
information about different product feature bundles.
A virtual concept testing method, developed by Dahan and Srinivasan (2000)
correlates well with concept tests based on physical prototypes. This method
utilizes virtual prototyping, visualization, and simulation capabilities to reduce
prototype costs and prototype development/build time. Companies can rapidly
and inexpensively test several design concepts. Ely Dahan is currently correlating
this methodology on more complex products, like automobiles.

A Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC) method developed by N. Chan, E.
Dahan, A. Lo, and T. Poggio (2001) is a stock market simulation game, where the
stock of fictitious companies (representing different product concepts) is traded in
an accelerated environment. The roots of this method can be traced back to
traditional semester-long game played by a group of MBA students in a typical
Strategic Management class, where students form several different made-up
companies and trade their stock in a semester-long game. Using increased
computational power and a real-time graphical user interface; Chan et al. have
accelerated the game to about 15 minute/game. The resulting portfolio
demonstrates market/customer value of product concepts. Currently further
research is going on to use this technique for automotive customer research and
to correlate the results with traditional marketing methods.
The above mentioned market research methods have one thing in common: All of
them use large groups of customers to do trade-off analysis and come up with a
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product with the best possible combination of features or concepts. Our research
focuses on:
" Who are the customers that companies need to talk to during the fuzzy
front end of product development process?
"

How can they find such customers using Web-based techniques?

*

How can they leverage these customers and come up with innovative
product concepts and features?

The rest of this chapter is devoted to providing a description of two techniques
that can be combined together to answer some of above questions. This thesis
proposes a methodology to develop a Web-based customer knowledge system,
which is based on the Lead User method developed by Prof. Eric von Hippel, and
the Information Pump method developed by Prof. Drazen Prelec at the MIT Sloan
School of Management.

6.2

Information Pump

Methods such as conjoint analysis, customer surveys, and focus groups presume
that customers are candid and make every effort to air their true feelings while
answering the questions. The historical evidence shows that this assumption
about the respondent is wrong. In order to overcome this difficulty, companies
traditionally spend time and money to carefully select a group of individuals who
can provide representative, timely, and in-depth information about customer
needs. Such groups of individuals are typically paid for their time but not for the
quality of the information itself.

There are two approaches to giving customer incentives for quality of information
they provide. One way is to compensate the customers at the eventual success of
the particular product in the marketplace. The problem with this approach is that
the compensation is determined by events that are remote in time, customers
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have no control over the final outcome, nor do they have any control over whether
the information that they provide is really being used in the product development
process. A second way is to link individual incentives by comparing the
individual's information with the group's information at the same time. This
approach is a variation of the "Delphi Method." Using the Internet to remove
group pressure (geographical isolation and anonymity) further enhances the
probability of success for this method. This makes information elicitation from
customers, while simultaneously comparing data with geographically dispersed
group of customers, a reality.
The "Information Pump" is based on this second approach. The main objective of
this method is to collect customer information relevant to the product design
process by using formal incentives in the context of a Web-based information
collection protocol, the Information Pump. Customers receive a description and
photographs of new product concepts on their computer screens, and then they
discuss these concepts with other customers over the Internet. The format is not a
"free-for-all", as in a conventional chat room, but is rather structured so that
participants pose and answer each other's questions about the new product. The
flow of questions and answers resemble a game, where individuals accumulate a
personal score by understanding the new product concept, and also by
understanding how others react to this product concept. People get credit for
presenting unique statements that are relevant to other's view of the new product
concepts. Thus, in this method, customers get incentives to provide quantitative
and qualitative information as they evaluate a new product concept. In this
method, the players ask questions about the product concepts, and individually
answer other's questions by guessing what others might be thinking about the
same product. The scoring system in this game is designed so that a person who
asks and answers questions truthfully scores more points. The points are
awarded based on:
" The quality of questions
*

The quality of answers
17

0

The quality of guesses of the answers of others

In this method, winners are awarded monetary awards based on their
performance and get prestige as a "winner." These incentives motivate people to
do better in the game, resulting in participants providing better information about
product concepts. Here are the key benefits of this market research technique:
" The information is open-ended; customers have complete freedom to
select the issues that they think will work in "the game"
"

Provides a way of identifying superior customers who can then be retained
for subsequent studies

"

Reduces customer research costs by leveraging the Internet, which makes
it possible to simultaneously elicit and compare information from a large
number of physically dispersed customers

"

Provides product designers with a better understanding of the trade-offs
that customers make in their purchase decisions

The Information Pump game is a group participation game. There are different
versions of the game. We are using figures and other information from class notes
by Prof. Drazen Prelec at MIT Sloan School of Management to describe a "three
roles" version of the game. Each game consists of eight rounds. During a single
session, the game is played six times. During each game a player will assume
one of three roles:
" Encoder
" Decoder
"

Dummy

The roles change after each game during a session, so players need to know how
to play all three roles. At the start of a new game, each player gets a private
information page. This page contains pictures and statements important for play
in that game. The information page screen has three sections:
0

The Typing Line, where players input all the moves

18

*

The Log Section, giving a scrolling record of past play in the game

" The Picture Section, which contains product photographs and/or other
product information

An example of the information page for the Encoder, Decoder, and Dummy are
shown in figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 respectively.

I~~EajI

v.4

ENCODER'S LOG SECTION

ENCODER'S PHOTOS
ENCODER'S TYPING LINE
Figure 6.2 - Encoder's Page
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DECODER'S LOG SECTION

DECODER'S PHOTOS
DECODER'S TYPING LINE
Figure 6.3 - Decoder's Page

DUMMY'S LOG SECTION

DUMMY'S "CLUE"
DUMMY'S TYPING LINE
Figure 6.4 - Dummy's Page

The Log section is the same for all players, while the Picture Section is different
for different players. The Encoder and Decoder will see different photos of the
same product and of the same level of reproduction quality, while the Picture
Section on the Dummy's page may contain a lower reproduction quality product
photograph, some general written information about product, or no information at
all.

20

The game starts by the Encoder typing a statement about the product and also
indicating whether that statement is True or False. The Decoder and the Dummy
both see the statement on their screen without any True/False information. The
Dummy and the Decoder each guess the True/False value by typing an integer
value between 1 and 9 on a scale, where:
1 = Sure False
9 = Sure True
5 = Both True of False equally likely
After the Decoder and the Dummy record their guesses, the original statement
appears, with the True/False values from the Encoder, and the scores for the
round are displayed in the Log panel for all players. After each round, the Decoder
and Dummy win points according to the accuracy of their guesses, while the
Encoder's points equal the Decoder's points minus the Dummy's points. The cycle
repeats unless it is the last round, in which case a new game begins.
The Encoder's winning strategy is to write statements whose True/False values
might be figured out by the Decoder, but not by the Dummy. In doing so, the
Encoder also has to keep in mind that both the Decoder and the Dummy have a
running log of previous statements. So, in order to win, the Encoder needs to mixup the statements and also come up with original statements about product, so
that the Dummy will not be able to guess the correct answer from the previous
history in the Log Section. So, it pays to be creative and original.
The Decoder and the Dummy's score is computed as follows:

Your Guess

Means...

Score if YES

Score if NO

1

"I am almost certain that it is
NO"

-100

+25

2

...

-50

+20

3

"I am 70% sure that it is NO"

-25

+15

21

..

4

"YES and NO are equally
likely"

5

-10

+10

0

0

6

..

+10

-10

7

"I am 70% sure that it is YES"

+15

-25

8

..

+20

-50

9

"I am almost certain that it is

+25

-100

YES"
From the above table it is clear that in order to win in this game, one needs to be
certain about the answer (it does not pay to be on the fence by answering "5").
Also toward the extreme ends of the scale (1 and 9) the losses are much higher
than gains, so in the long run, a player will score more points if he/she answers
according to the personal level of confidence in the answer.

Here is an example of how a round is scored:

Encoder's
YES/NO
value

Decoder's
guess

Decoder's
score

Dummy's
guess

Dummy's
score

Encoder's score

YES

7

+15

6

+10

+5 = 15-10

6.3

Lead User Technique

Companies have been forming partnerships with its business customers to
develop innovative products for which each of the partners would be bringing their
own product knowledge to the partnership, and jointly developing better products.
For example, several steel manufacturers and automakers formed a partnership
to develop automobile system concepts, while simultaneously increasing
structural performance and lowering weight. In recent years, companies have
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increased the scope of such partnerships to include individual consumers. The
advent of the Web has helped considerably in this regard. Patricia Seybold, in her
bestselling book, customers.com, describes several examples of how a range of
companies have, with the assistance of the Web, enabled customers to help each
other, themselves, and the company. It has enabled companies to create
innovative products and services by leveraging customer expertise.
Professor Eric von Hippel (1988) described this methodology of leveraging
customer expertise. He defines the lead user as a person who has the following
two characteristics:
1. Sees the value of living in the future: They face needs for product features
or services significantly ahead of most customers.
2. Sees the value of having a very strong need: The expected benefit from
satisfying that need is very high.
The premise of this methodology is that by tapping into needs and experience of
lead users, companies can find new market opportunities. In other words, this is a
way of co-opting the customer competence into the fuzzy front end of product
development. Figure 6.5 shows a typical Technology adoption process.

Lead
Users

Early
Adoptors

Early
Majority

Late
Majority

Laggards

"The
Chasm"

Technology Adoption Process
Figure 6.5 - Technology Adoption Process
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Lead users are innovators who have needs for the product, which are even ahead
of the early adaptors (as shown in the Technology Adoption Process curve). Lead
users are among the first to buy and use the product and they have needs for
product features that do not currently exist in the market.
During the initial stages of the new product development process, companies
spend lot of time doing market research to identify future customer needs and
conduct brainstorming sessions to come up with creative design solutions that will
satisfy those needs. Usually, a company's marketing department does the market
research either by themselves or by hiring outside market research experts, while
product design engineers and product attribute engineers do idea-generation
brainstorming. Since two separate departments do these two functions, there is
an issue of alignment of true customer needs with proposed product solutions,
and that takes time. Eric von Hippel (1994) calls this phenomenon, "sticky
information." He proposes that, "needed information and problem solving
capabilities must be brought together...." The lead user methodology can be used
to overcome this "sticky information" issue and accelerate the new product
development process. In this process, the lead users articulate the future
customer needs and are part of the team tasked with finding innovative design
solutions.
Herstatt and von Hippel (1992) describe four major steps involved in a lead user
market research study:
" Specification of Lead User Indicators: defining the characteristics of lead
users
"

Identification of Lead Users: This involves using the lead user
specifications as a filter on a group of potential future customers to come
up with lead users

"

Lead User Product Concept Development: This involves creating a group
that includes lead users and relevant product experts from within the
company
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*

Testing Whether Lead User Concepts Appeal to Typical Users: Need to get
several lead users' input before hypothesizing how representative of the
whole market these people are; also testing the concepts developed with
help of the lead users using other market research techniques such as
conjoint analysis

The lead user technique is a methodology having the objective of brainstorming
new design ideas and product concepts. This is a technique for exploring
promising possibilities around early design concepts, and it draws on the natural
creativity of lead users. The lead users can complement company's existing
engineering team designing the product, and they have had significant time
thinking about, talking about, and imagining the concept. They are irritated about
the lack of some features in the existing product. These people are much more
comfortable and familiar with leading-edge technologies in areas of their interest
than most users. They are able to resolve this irritation of unmet needs by
tinkering with products, and seeking customized improvements by the application
of new technology or product designs. Perhaps they may have even constructed a
small prototype, or adopted concepts from other products that already exist. The
idea behind the lead user technique is to harness the creativity and energy of the
leading-edge users and integrate them into the company's product development
process. One cautionary note: The company must be careful when using lead
users as a source of innovation. Stories are legion in "Silicon Valley" of firms that
designed products that lead users loved, but that no one else understood or
wanted to buy. This is the reason for the fourth step in the lead user methodology.
There are several documented successful applications of the lead user
methodology. A paper by Von Hippel (1986) shows a summary of data from the
studies on the role of users in product development. From successful applications,
it is clear that this technique is most successful when a company is introducing a
product in an emerging market where there is no fully developed dominant
product design, and when the average user is not able to articulate his/her future
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needs. Development of automatic variable windshield wipers is an example of
design by a lead user in the automobile industry. Before this innovation, drivers
had to manually turn the wipers On/Off during different weather conditions. Fixed
speed wipers were not able to satisfy this need of having clear windshield during
variable weather conditions. The solution was invented by a lead user, and was
quickly included as a "variable speed wiper" option by auto companies. Eventually
this solution became a dominant design, and now is offered as part of standard
package by most automobile manufacturers.

6.4

Advantages and Limitationsof Using the Internet for Market Research

The penetration of the Internet in every aspect of consumers' life has been
growing for past few years. Companies are trying to harness this new medium to
interact with customers. This interaction started by providing informational
catalogues of a company's products and services, and is now being used as a
marketing research channel. As with any other channel, the Internet has its own
advantages and limitations; the trick is to understand them and work around the
limitations while using the Internet for market research.

Some advantages of online market research:
1. Convenience: Using the Internet is very convenient for customers as well
as market researchers. The customers can participate from their home or
any other place of their own choice. Market researchers can assemble
large customer groups conveniently without worrying about space or other
logistics. There is also room for more observers in this process.
2. Cost efficiency: The running costs are lower than conventional methods
after initial setup on the Internet. There are no travel-related costs for
customers as well as market research people. Product information can be
efficiently shown to several people using 3-D images (virtual prototypes),
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as well as a part of a multimedia presentation. In the older paper-based
methods, there was substantial cost involved in creating prototypes.
3. Global Reach: The research can have a broader geographic scope; people
from far reaching corners of the Earth can participate in the same customer
research study. This helps companies in designing products for the global
marketplace.
4. Speed: Market research surveys can be transmitted to customers very
quickly via the Internet, and the response can reach the market
researchers without delay. The researchers can design games by
accelerating the customer decision-making process, giving same insights
that would have required several months when using other forms of market
research.
5. Real time information: With the help of faster computing power and
technological advances in research techniques, the results from conjoint
analysis can be viewed real time, it has also led to a new technique called
the adoptive conjoint technique. For virtual focus groups, the transcripts are
available immediately.
6. Response rate: Response rates for Internet-based surveys are
substantially higher than paper-based methods, because of the ease of
sending responses, and because it also affords customers greater
anonymity. Market research disguised as Web-based games also increase
response rates.
Some of the limitations of online market research are:
"

Methodological issues

" Technological issues
*

Recruitment (sampling) bias

Internet-based market research methodology is a new marketing frontier. The
techniques are evolving, and there is not enough historical data. So there are
many questions about whether the online market research methodology is
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reliable. The behavior of some of the companies that are not geared toward
effectively utilizing output from Internet-based market research is also not helping.
These companies are using the same old style of organization where a marketing
group conducts market research without any involvement by product designers
and attribute engineers. The methodology issue will go away as Internet-based
market research becomes mainstream and has more success stories. The
reorganization of companies to get product designers as a part of team doing
virtual market research will also help.
No technology currently exists to make a virtual environment (simulation) a perfect
substitute for a real environment. This is a basic structural limitation and can
cause problems for market researchers because, seeing faces, reading body
language and being able to pickup on other non-verbal cues is very important
when customers are answering questions. Market researchers also can't discuss
as many issues online as they can face-to-face due to keyboard and screenreading fatigue. As bandwidth increases and the use of game based market
research techniques become common practice, some of these technical
limitations will be eliminated. However there is no substitute yet for face-to-face
interaction with the customers. Companies may be able to follow a two-tier
approach, starting with virtual customers, and then talking with a representative
sample face-to-face during follow up interviews.
Recruiting bias is, by far, the most critical issue facing Internet market research. A
big criticism of Internet market research is that, "not everybody is online."
Additionally, Internet users are not homogeneous. Historically, Web-user
demographics have been skewed toward those who are young, caucasian, highly
educated, male, disposable incomes, and are product attribute savvy. This has
raised the issue of sampling bias. Humphrey Taylor (2000) groups this issue into
two categories:
*

Unavailability of a comprehensive list of prospective customers

" Weighting
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In most countries, a residential telephone listing is available for a price, this listing
is used for conventional market research such as telephone-based surveys. There
is a lack of such a comprehensive listing of e-mail addresses. In addition, there is
the issue of "spamming," which has turned out to be a very negative way of
recruiting people. In the earlier days of the Internet, "Web-based advertising" was
used to canvass individuals. Market research companies were building large
groups of people who would participate in online market research for a price. That
method is expensive because it involves advertising and maintenance of the list
that has a large turnover rate. The major drawback of this method of recruiting is
that it created "professional" survey-takers, who would deliberately supply
whatever information needed to make them attractive for studies. Some of the
other methods that have been developed are: opt-in Panels, random Web-site
intercepts, and recruiting using Web data. The validation of the recruiting source
and prospective individuals is an important consideration.
As mentioned above, majority of population of people on the Internet tends to be
young, highly educated, etc. However, there is small percentage of people from
other demographic categories present. Thus, with a large enough sample size,
online data can be weighted to overcome demographic bias. Raw Internet data
has more than just conventional demographic bias. For example, most Internet
websites catering to conservative politics were frequented mainly by republicans,
and showed very skewed survey results prior to the Year 2000 presidential
elections because of a non-random population. Humphrey Taylor (2000) mentions
a technique called "Propensity weighting," which has been used with some
success for correcting this bias. This weighting scheme is used for comparing
non-random populations such as smokers and non-smokers. He says that,
"Because of the many biases in the raw online survey data, both demographics
and propensity weighting are required to correct the biases..."
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Besides the above-mentioned issues, there is another aspect that needs careful
consideration; it is called "Research design." It relates to designing online
research so that it grabs prospective customers' attention for a long enough time
to get quality data and a good response rate. Here are some things to keep in
mind when designing a marketing research interface:
"

Survey length and coding requirements

"

Web design

*

Data collection

Uses of techniques developed at places such as MIT's Media Lab will be very
useful for future research designs.
Robert A. Peterson, et al. (1997) have explored the implications of the Internet for
consumer marketing, and one of the observations is, "Past commentaries on the
potential impact of the Internet on consumer marketing have typically failed to
acknowledge that consumer markets are heterogeneous and complex and the
Internet is but one possible medium." The lesson from this is that we need to use
Internet-based market research as one of the tools in our market research
toolbox. We need to use it to complement existing market research tools, and look
at the combined results to form any conclusions about customer needs and
market share.

The proposed research focuses on using Internet-based market research
techniques discussed in this chapter to identify best respondents (pacesetters). It
also proposes a framework for integrating input from pacesetters and product
designer's product attribute knowledge to accelerate product design
crystallization. The methodology is developed to fit in the context of automotive
new product development of crossover vehicles.
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7

7.1

Current Automotive Product Development System

Process Overview

A typical automotive product development process is a systematic, disciplined
approach that uses standardized tools and practices to manage business and
achieve ever-increasing levels of customer satisfaction through continuous
process improvement. The first step in this process involves establishing program
vision and strategy, which includes customer, corporate and regulatory
musts/wants, and identifying the major entity requirements for each key market. A
requirement is a statement identifying a capability, physical characteristic, or
quality factor that bounds a product or process need for which a solution will be
pursued. Statements express capabilities that a system must possess to achieve
customer marketplace objectives. The program team first establishes the vehicle
level requirements that support the customer, corporate and regulatory
musts/wants. The program team also develops design assumptions to go along
with these vehicle level requirements. Assumptions are a vehicle program's
product and process assumptions, which provide design direction for all
alternatives based on the specifications, requirements (including customer,
manufacturing, and assembly), and robustness criteria to achieve functional
targets. Examples of a product assumptions include a powertrain assumption
where only the transmission and final drive ratio are being modified, engine
choices (e.g., V-6 vs. V-8 engine) or a suspension setup (e.g., upper/lower A-arm
(SLA) vs. McPherson struts).
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7.2

Requirements Cascade

Vehicle level requirements and assumptions are then cascaded down through the
system, sub-system and end-item/component levels. The vehicle partition defines
the vehicle's physical and/or functional hierarchy. The vehicle partition is used to
decompose the vehicle level design requirements into successively lower system,
sub-system and end-item/component design requirements. The high-level system
engineering-based product development process flow is depicted in Figure 7.1.

Vehicle Level

System/Level 1 Sub-system
Level 2 Sub-system
Component Level

Targets Become
Objectives

Figure 7.1 - Product Development Process Overview

This process is repeated for each level of vehicle refinement (vehicle, system,
sub-system level 1 and 2, and end-item/component).

If design requirements are

not balanced, the program team revisits earlier steps in the process in an attempt
to reconcile design gaps. If design requirements are balanced, then requirements
and targets are cascaded to the next level of vehicle refinement. The objective of
each cascade is to develop a balanced set of requirements for the current level
and to verify feasibility with requirements of prior levels.
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3

Vehicle
1

2

4

Preliminary

lab/rig,

cascade;,

build protoype (CAE,

vehicle prototy pe)

Assess capability of prototype

Subsystem

Determine if requirements are balanced (no gaps

remain between intent (target) and capability
Component

Perform Cascade if balanced

Figure 7.2 - System Engineering based Attribute Development Process

As shown in Figure 7.2, within the larger Systems Engineering "V," smaller "V's"
appear. Each "mini-V" is an iterative process at each level of vehicle refinement
(vehicle, system, subsystem, component). Mini-V verifies that requirements are
balanced and traceable before cascading to the next level.

7.3

Vehicle Partitioning

The main responsibility for defining and designing the vehicle is divided between
two teams; the Program Attribute Team and Product Module Team. The Attribute
and Module teams are further partitioned into several teams. Figure 7.3 shows a
typical partitioning.
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t
Figure 7.3 - Vehicle System

The Attribute team's mission is to develop attributes on a vehicle program, to
propose changes to current attribute requirements, and to design assumptions in
conjunction with new available market research, technology capability, and
competitive benchmarking information. While the Module team's primary
responsibility is to design the vehicle structure systems, sub-systems, and
components, they are also responsible for ensuring that the design meets
company's affordable business structure. They also work with Attribute teams,
and market research groups to find innovative design solutions that will satisfy the
needs of potential customers. Figure 7.4 shows the relationship between the
Attribute and the Module teams.
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Figure 7.4 - Attribute Development and Product Design Relationship

Attribute Partitioning

7.4

Engineering Attributes are convenient groups of requirements for the purpose of
target setting, analysis, cascading and verification. A set of engineering attributes
fully describes everything the vehicle must do throughout its life cycle. Customer,
regulatory, and corporate requirements have been grouped into vehicle level
engineering attributes based on:
*

Company knowledge and skill set

*

Technical Systems

*

Organizational structure

*

Cultural values and norms

When a new program team is formed, it looks at the Legacy Attribute and Module
team partitioning to manage the vehicle program design process. Although this
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kind of legacy-structured way can be used to manage complex vehicle programs,
radical changes may be required if the paradigm of market demand shifts. We are
currently in an age of competition and innovation fueled by customers' increasing
demands for better-customized products to satisfy their many diverse needs. New
attributes are created on the program to address this issue. This includes
attributes created by organizational change in core attributes (e.g., Durability and
Craftsmanship), and attributes created to address special customer needs (e.g.,
Off-road capability and Customization). We observed that on the vehicle program
these attribute teams sometimes lack background, skills, methods, and structure
(and have to define everything on-the-fly). Also, since some of the special
attributes are shared among the organization, there may be issues with roles,
responsibilities, and ownership.
This problem becomes even more predominant when a company is entering all
new market segments such as the crossover vehicle segment. In order to
succeed in such a market companies have to balance customer, regulatory, and
corporate needs. Using an existing product development process paradigm is not
sufficient to fully describe everything the vehicle must do throughout its life cycle.
So companies need to develop new ways of doing product design. We are
proposing a new framework called "virtual customer driven product design
crystallization." This method taps into product attribute pacesetters for innovative
ideas that would be palatable to the target market.
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8

Proposed Automotive Product Design Crystallization

"I hear and I forget,
I see and I remember,
I do and I understand."
- Confucius

These words greet everybody entering Ford Motor Company's Consumer Insight
Center. As a part of Jack Nasser's drive to make Ford Motor Company a
consumer driven company, he is challenging people in the company to develop a
"consumer headset" in order to understand customers' needs by direct interaction
with customers. The Consumer Insight Center was created to accelerate this
process. All employees are encouraged to go through this moderator-driven
consumer insight experience process where they meet with real customers,
understand their lifestyles, how they use company products and services, and
hear what they like and do not like about the company's products. This is a good
first step, but it is not enough for two reasons; First, extracting customer needs
from sticky information, von Hippel (1994), is one of the most difficult skills to
develop; and second, all customers are not created equal, some are more
profitable than others, while some have greater impact on product and other
customers. Using customers who exhibit the greatest product knowledge to do
new product innovation is not new, Henry Weaver was using it in the 1930s.
Alfred P. Sloan, GM's first chairman, hired Weaver as his first director of market
research. Here are some of the details collected from historical documents from
that era:
In the years from 1932 to 1937, Weaver identified 170 improvements ... all
in the name of serving the customer in ways in which the customer wanted
to be served. For example, he's quoted as saying, "Successful
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manufacturing rests upon a knowledge of natural laws on the one hand,
and a knowledge of human needs on the other hand." "The Pacesetter"
expression was not coined at that time, Weaver relied on a group he called
"Motor Enthusiasts." They were generally 18 months ahead of the curve
(ahead of target customers). For example, in October of 1935, over 31% of
Motor Enthusiasts were in favor of a smoother rear contour. It took until
early 1937 for regular motorists to respond to the idea with the same
degree of enthusiasm . . but they did get there. Therefore, by listening to
Motor Enthusiasts, Weaver was able to anticipate many of the general
public's wants and needs . . through insights gained from a few "special"
people he had been able to select out of the general population.

8.1

Overview

In this chapter we are proposing an Internet-based process for identifying
customers who offer the greatest insights for new product development. We call
them pacesetters. Input from these customers is highly valued in the product
development process for providing representative and timely customer needs
information for decision making in automotive product design and development
process. This process exploits Internet-based market research tools to extract
pacesetters from the general population of prospective customers in the target
market.

We also propose a framework for integrating pacesetter input and product
designer's product knowledge to accelerate product design crystallization. In the
automotive industry, some of the product design requirements are present at all
levels (i.e., system, subsystem, and components). They are based on constraints
from the legacy platform, core competencies, companies manufacturing
capabilities, and company culture (innovator, fast follower, etc.). The rest of the
requirements are derived from what customers value most. This phenomenon of
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creating a full set of product design requirements is called "Product Design
Crystallization." In other words, product design crystallization is an integrating of
the knowledge of human wants and needs with the application of engineering and
manufacturing skills.

Pacesetter IdentificationCriteria

8.2

Pacesetter technique is used for connecting with tomorrow's buyers today by
unearthing new and original ideas, while providing some early indication as to the
boundary lines of public acceptance. In Henry Weaver's day, finding "Motor
Enthusiasts"was done using a word-of-mouth referral system. Most of the
literature on the Lead User technique also mentions referral system or word of
mouth as a method of finding customers who offer greatest insights. Methods for
finding Pacesetters using the Internet is a new area of research; there is no
documented mention of any method, except some reference about using
combination of virtual communities and an Internet-based referral system. We are
proposing an Internet-based method for identifying Pacesetters that will answer
the following key questions:
* What criteria should be used to identify customers who exhibit greatest
product insights?
" Are these the same as lead users?
" Would these customers do well in information pump? Stock game?
*

How should the Internet be used to find such customers?

8.2.1 Identification Criteria
We looked at previous research related to finding innovative and creative people
who can provide valuable input for connecting with future customers. Andrew
Burton, et al. (1999) calls these people who offer greatest insights for new product
development, by nature, "creative." von Hippel (1988) calls them lead users and
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identifies them as individuals who display both of following two traits: (1) Lead
users have product needs that will be general in the marketplace, but they face
them months or years before most of the market. And (2) Lead users expect to
benefit significantly by finding a solution to their needs; as a result, they often
develop new products or services themselves because they can't or don't want to
wait. We found that lead users possess at least one of following three properties:
-

"Passion"; for a product feature or service

-

"Messianic zeal"; some day they will solve all the product problems

-

"Outright need"; they have an outright need for a certain product,
product feature, or service.

We have combined some of above ideas with our own to identify people who offer
the greatest insights for new product development. These people are, by nature,
creative people, and they exhibit the following traits:
1. Evaluation Ability: The ability to evaluate designs and to make judgments
on things that worked and things that need to improve
2. Associational Fluency: The ability to associate one's own ideas about
product features with others (peers)
3. Spontaneous Flexibility: The ability to identify a great variety of product
features, with freedom from inertia
4. Financial Alertness: The ability to pickup on market winners, i.e.,
awareness of "future" target market.
The Philosophy behind the Information Pump game is similar to the "Delphi
method", This is a "back and forth" process, whereby different respondents are
exposed to the responses of others before being asked to refine their own
opinions. It involves group participation, the iteration of response over several
rounds, and the anonymity of response (to minimize the undue influence of
dominant people over others in the group). We propose that people who possess
the first three traits will excel at the Information Pump game. We can group these
three characteristics together as "Product attribute alertness":
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"

These people need to have good "evaluation ability" in order to look
at design concept description, photographs, and other clues. They
should then be able to identify, categorize, and consistently assess
product features that work (and those that do not work). They need
to be internally consistent while doing this; otherwise, they will not
be able to score high in the game.

*

These people should possess "associational fluency"; they need to
associate their ideas with their peers in order to win. For example,
an Encoder should be able to form statements using ideas that
associate with ideas from a Decoder. They should be able to
buildup on other's ideas. This trait is important for someone
providing input to new product development, because most of the
complex product designs are based on successful linking of several
from all team members.

" They should also possess "spontaneous flexibility"; they need to be
quick and flexible enough to come up with original statements about
products in the Information Pump game. During some of the latter
rounds, when all of the original ideas seem to have dried out, people
who come up with unique statements that bring out hidden product
features, will score higher points by bring out "aha!" from fellow
peers. This trait is important because it shows durability and
adaptability.

The Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC) is designed to mimic a real stock
market, where each of the product concepts is a company, and participants can
buy and sell stocks of all the companies. The participants get information about
each of these product offerings. The people who excel in this game have a good
ability to pickup on market winners.
*

They possess "financial alertness", an ability to simultaneously review
dynamically changing market conditions, and make quick, winning
decisions. This characteristic is very important because these people will
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help to keep the target market in mind during product design and
development.
We suggest that these people who are product attribute and financially alert are
"pacesetters." They possess all the characteristics of lead users as described by
von Hippel (1988), plus they are financially savvy to instinctively come up with
product concepts that are attractive to future target market. Figure 8.1 graphically
shows the above four characteristics.

Pacesetter's DNA Rhombus
Financial Alertness
100%

100%
Associational

Evaluation

Ability 1000

0%

Ability

100%
Spontaneous Flexibility

Figure 8.1 - Pacesetter DNA Rhombus

Prospective pacesetters can be evaluated on the above four characteristics and
the result can be plotted on pacesetter DNA rhombus (similar to radar chart). The
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results for each individual are calculated as a percentage of the maximum score
in each category and are plotted along each of the four corresponding radial
directions (radial from the center). This will result in a different-shaped rhombus
for each individual. We can then triangulate to find the minimum acceptable score
for each of the characteristics, and find pacesetters that meet these requirements.

8.2.2 Pacesetter Identification Process

Figure 8.2 shows a proposed process flow for pacesetter identification using the
Internet.

Target Market Population

Securities Trading of
Concepts (STOC)

Web based Conjoint

People with high utility for
"specific product attribute"

Information Pump

Product attribute alert
peo pie

Financially alert people

Intersection of Product attribute alert
and Financially alert people

Pacesetters

Figure 8.2 - Proposed Pacesetter Identification Process
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The process starts with identification of "target market population." In pre-Internet
market research methods, pre-screening is used to get target market population
panel. One of the ways of getting this panel is by clustering respondents with
similar consideration sets. There is much research on consideration sets during
the past decade. Roberts, et al. (1997) have reviewed this evolving methodology
and suggested several areas of future research. Jedidi, et al. (1996) have
suggested integrating consideration set in conjoint analysis (by allowing a nochoice, or current-choice option) to get better predictions. Automobile companies
have developed vast amounts of customer demographic, lifestyle, and attribute
preference data from new vehicle buyer's surveys (e.g., J. D. Powers); and have
used market segmentation techniques to get "target market populations" to test
market the product concepts.

For discussion purposes, we will use the crossover market segment as our target
market. This includes people who responded positively when shown very early
concepts (using mail surveys, surveys on automobile publication Websites, and
during auto shows). They also include people from other market segments (e.g.
car, truck, minivan, SUV) who said they were dissatisfied with some attributes or
some aspects of their vehicles.

Second step is Web based conjoint test. Several crossover vehicle product
concepts with six to eight attributes each can be used for conjoint design. This
conjoint test is used to identify people with a high utility for specific attributes of
the Interest. For discussion purposes, we are planning to use interior flexibility,
telematics, and exterior style as the three attributes of interest. Here, we assume
that people who show a high utility for specific attribute will benefit from the
inclusion of a high level of that attribute in the final chosen design.

The third step is to use the people who have been selected from the conjoint
analysis as participants for the Information Pump game. They will play the
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Information Pump game as previously described elsewhere in this thesis. The
people who have performed better than the threshold values on all of three of
evaluation ability, associational fluency, and spontaneous flexibility scales will be
chosen as product attribute alert people.

Along with the conjoint test, all of the target market population goes through a
Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC) game. People who excel in this game are
selected as Financially Alert people. During the Securities Trading of Concepts
(STOC) game, we need to use the same Design Concepts that were used in the
conjoint test. We also need to use the same group of people from the target
market population.
The intersection of the set of people who have gone through Information Pump
game and are labeled as product attribute alert, with the set of people who have
gone through the Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC) will give us
"pacesetters"; who can then be requested to participate in further interaction with
the company's product designers.

8.2.3 Validity of Pacesetter Selection Method

There are some concerns about the validity of this method to identify the
pacesetters, since this technique has not yet been validated in the field:
*

These are not same as lead users and their validity is questionable: Lead
user method has been validated in field, and is successfully used by
companies like, 3M. The method described by von Hippel (1988)
mentioned that lead users often develop their own solutions without waiting
for someone to manufacture a product that will satisfy the user's pressing
need. So usually, a word-of-mouth referral system is used to identify such
persons. In the method proposed by us, there is no such provision. There
are two answers to this, first, since the Information Pump game is used to
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identify creative people who are product attribute savvy, they should be
capable of finding their own solutions to the problem or, better yet, work in
a group to develop the best possible solution; second, this method can also
be used in conjunction with any other referral method if there is a need. We
proposed this method because it can find pacesetters within a very short
period of time and tap into a geographically diverse group of potential
pacesetters using the Internet. The questions about validity of pacesetters
method will go away as the method is tested out in field
*

What is missing is whole group of people who do not interact using the
Internet: Yes, there will be some potential pacesetters that will be missed
using the proposed method. This may not be the case in the future, as
more and more people start using the Internet, and it becomes second
nature for people to use the Internet as a communication and Information
medium. Meanwhile, we recommend the use of any other previously known
methods in addition to the proposed method to identify pacesetters.
Currently, this problem may not be present for attributes like telematics,
because by nature, the pacesetters for this attribute are users of the
Internet.

*

Potential pacesetters might be eliminated by imposing "financially
alertness" condition as one of the filters: There is concern that some of the
mavericks who do not do well in Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC)
will be eliminated, thus losing potentially creative concepts. The reason for
picking "financial alertness" as a criterion was, when a company is
introducing new products concepts they want to implement those ideas that
will sell well in the target market in near future. The mavericks may have
some outstanding ideas, but those ideas may not be implementation ready
in the current product design cycle. So product attribute alert people who
do not pass this last filter of financial alertness should be passed on to a
group of research people in the company who are working on long-term
"white space problems," i.e., the problems that are unsolvable with
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currently available technology. This team can then contact these mavericks
in a follow-up interview.

8.3

Product Design Crystallization

James M Utterback (1996) observed that, "After a dominant design or standard is
determined, products are likely to become more commodity like and
undifferentiated in terms of function and feature." In such a case, profit comes
mostly from process improvement based cost reduction in manufacturing and
supply chain management (also known as "squeezing the suppliers"). Since there
is tremendous pressure on manufacturers to provide adequate return on
investment, companies venture into new product development in order to boost
profit by providing new products. Now a days, development and manufacturing
setup costs for complex or technologically advanced products have skyrocketed.
For example, an all-new fabrication plant cost Intel billions of dollars. There is
considerable market uncertainty in consumer acceptance for all new products, so
companies are hesitant to spend money, because cost of failure is high; e.g., the
all new platform cost is rumored to be six billion dollars for Ford Contour - that car
failed in United States. In addition, tremendous competition in the marketplace is
forcing all manufacturers to shorten their product development cycles.
Some manufacturers are discovering a better way to profitability. They are
competing based on a "recombination method" as described by Brown and
Eisenhardt (1998). Their hybrid approach uses a set of features from two or more
existing products within the company, blending these features together, and also
adding new capabilities demanded by the pacesetters. This is a recipe for
success, because companies are able to turn out outwardly all new products at
faster rate, while reusing many old and proven designs.
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The conventional system engineering based approach is failing for this hybrid
class of products. The conventional system engineering approach, as described in
most textbooks and as followed by industries, fails to take into account additional
"recombination" induced constraints on the product requirements cascade. There
is no established team structure to resolve inherent conflicts between reusable
product capabilities and product requirements cascaded downward (systemsubsystem-component) from the voice of customer. This can result in longer
development cycles and larger (than anticipated) product development costs. This
has caused many organizations to lose confidence in the system Engineering
approach, and to revert to the old component based approach.
We are proposing a product design crystallization methodology framework for the
product design process of a hybrid class of products. This framework is a modified
form of a conventional system engineering approach. In the rest of this chapter,
we will describe this methodology. We will use "crossover vehicles" as a hybrid
class of products, for discussion purposes.

8.3.1

Crossover Vehicle Market Segment

The origin of automobile market segmentation is generally attributed to Alfred P.
Sloan. He promised that General Motor would provide "a car for every purse and
purpose," which required a market segmentation scheme that identified both
customers' wants and needs, as well as what customers could afford. In Sloan's
time customer needs were simple, and their willingness and ability to pay the price
for a vehicle reflected customer segments. By the early 1990s, segmentation had
evolved into more than 20 categories, which included four main categories for car,
truck, SUV, and minivan that were based on overall architecture, and several
subcategories under the main categories based on what the customer could
afford.
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To overcome profitability problems, automobile manufacturers are in the process
of creating a new hybrid product category called "Crossover vehicles," crossover
because the target market is somewhere within the current segmentation
rhombus (car, truck, SUV, and minivan segments as four corners). During this
fluid period of inception, all major manufacturers have several vehicles of this
category in development, with about a dozen or so already introduced to rave
customer reviews. Since the crossover segment is such a broad segment, with
everyone experimenting with all kinds of combinations (for example, Lincoln
Blackwood is part car, part pickup truck, part SUV), instead of targeting a specific
market segment, the manufacturers are targeting a cluster of activities and ways
people live with their vehicles; i.e., they are targeting "lifestyles." The first step for
product crystallization is to "decide" on a product strategy.

Attractive Region
for Crossover
Vehicles

All New
Market
Segment

0

V

Existing
Market
Segment

Existing

All New

Platform

Platform

Figure 8.3 - Product Planning Strategies

Figure 8.3 shows different product planning strategies followed by automobile
companies, and attractive region for these crossover lifestyle vehicles.
* A company targeting the bottom left hand quadrant is essentially following
a natural selection strategy. This involves gradual product improvements.
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The cost of development is low, but rewards are also low, because there is
very little differentiation between competing products.
*

In the Bottom right hand quadrant, there is high product development cost,
and a greater chance of product failure, because many subsystems being
changed at the same time can cause unforeseen system interactions.

*

In the top right hand quadrant, product carries all the baggage from the
bottom right hand quadrant, plus there is additional market uncertainty.

* The top left hand quadrant is very attractive to companies that are looking
at the hybrid product category of "crossover vehicles." Re-combining
portions of two or more existing product platforms speeds up the natural
selection process. Since the new product is using a lot of existing subsystems and components, there is less technical uncertainty. Market
uncertainty can be handled by targeting lifestyle clusters, pacesetter input,
and by using the proposed design crystallization product development
methodology.
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8.3.2 Product Attribute Clustering

The second step in the crystallization process is to group product attributes
according to customers' attribute importance and customers' attribute uncertainty.
Figure 8.4 shows product attribute clusters.
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Figure 8.4 - Product Attribute Clusters

The clusters are formed from conjoint test results and involve the following steps:
"

Identify target customer lifestyle cluster

"

Find out customers' needs using qualitative market research methods, and
create a few rough product concepts based on this input

" These concepts are then tested using Web-based conjoint analysis
techniques
"

Post processing of the conjoint results is done and attribute clusters are
plotted on the customers' attribute importance vs. customers' attribute
uncertainty graph.
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What follows is a description of how a company can use this clustering technique
(refer to Figure 8.4) to make design decisions and to accelerate the crystallization
process:
" The attribute cluster in the lower left hand corner has low customer
importance and low customer uncertainty. This group of attributes should
be treated as "Commodities," where the product attribute is selected from
already existing designs based on the lowest per piece cost with very little
customer input. Usually, this group is a good candidate for cost cutting
measures. They are also offered as a stock item.
" The cluster in the upper left hand corner has high uncertainty but low
importance. These groups of attributes are based on dominant designs and
are usually offered at several levels of the same basic design. The price
differential between different levels is decided based on the direct cost of
production. A versioning technique as described by Carl Shapiro and Hal
Varian (1999) can be used to target customer sub-clusters. For example,
Toyota offers different attribute levels using Lexus RX300 and Toyota
Highlander vehicles (which have essentially the same basic design). Intel
also used this strategy in their 386SX chip, when they disabled the
integrated mathematical coprocessor from the existing chip design.
" The clusters of attributes in the lower right hand corner have low
uncertainty and high customer importance. These are also dominant
designs and are priced based on value-in-use. The different between this
cluster and the previous cluster is that, instead of offering different levels of
same basic design, they are offered as a yes/no selection. For example,
companies offer anti-lock brake as a yes/no selection.
" The last cluster in the top right hand corner is the most important. In this
cluster the customer shows high importance and high attribute uncertainty.
This is where the company needs to spend resources to generate several
innovative design solutions with the help of pacesetters. All of the other
three attribute clusters can be generated by recombining designs from
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existing platforms within the company, with only small modifications around
sub-system interface areas to blend them together.

Please note that this framework should be used as a guideline, and one must
allow for the possibility of some changes based on individual specific situation.
Figure 8.4 also shows the lifecycle of any new concept design from an innovative
design entrant, through the dominant design stage, to the commodity stage. One
lesson to learn from this is that companies should carefully watch the four clusters
for any early signs of migration of attributes to the lower left hand corner, because
a loss of market share and loss of profit is sure to follow.

8.3.3 Technical and Market Uncertainties

The third step in the crystallization process is to find people who can help in the
development of attribute clusters as defined in the previous step. Figure 8.5 is a
Technical vs. Market uncertainty plot, and shows ways to find out the right people
to help accelerate the product development crystallization.
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Figure 8.5 - Technical v/s Market Uncertainty
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Quadrants from Figure 8.5 map directly onto quadrants from the product attribute
cluster figure (Figure 8.4). This mapping gives us an indication as to the people
who will provide key input to the product design crystallization process:
" In the lower left hand corner there is low technical and marketing
uncertainty, and we should be referring to design standards.
" When there is high technical uncertainty and low market uncertainty, as the
case is in the lower right hand quadrant, it is advisable to leverage internal
product technical specialists for resolving technical uncertainty.
" When there is low technical uncertainty and high market uncertainty (top
left hand corner), using average customers to test market internally
developed technical solutions is the preferred way.
" In the top right hand corner, there is high technical uncertainty as well as
high market uncertainty. This is the area where technical uncertainty can
be resolved using pacesetters. In our approach, we are proposing to use
the Securities Trading of Concepts (STOC) as one of the filters to reduce
market uncertainty. This may not be sufficient.

8.3.4 Hierarchical Bayes Approach to Reduce Market Uncertainty
When a company develops a new product or new features by incorporating
pacesetters' input in the product development process, there is always some fear
that a future target market may not accept the product; this is called market
uncertainty. As described before, we are proposing to use the Securities Trading
of Concepts (STOC) as one of the filters to reduce market uncertainty. One other
possible solution to minimize market uncertainty is to use the hierarchical bayes
approach to post-process the conjoint test results from the target market
respondents, which also include the pacesetters who have been used to provide
design input.
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If, in a target market population, there are pacesetters who have an extreme
preference for one or two attributes, it is possible that they will have different
regression curves than the rest of the population. In the past, in order to estimate
market demand, researchers used to ignore heterogeneity among individuals, and
estimate a single set of regression coefficients that describe the "average"
individual. This will give us incorrect market share information. The hierarchical
bayes models, which allows for individual-level parameters, can be used to
correct this problem. Several researchers have been working in this research
area. The Sawtooth Software Company was also supposed to have this
functionality in their conjoint analysis software package. The hierarchical bayes
models have to be customized for different situations. This means that companies
have to experiment with a variety of models for different situations within the
company (for different market segments and for different products). The Sawtooth
Software website has a few technical papers describing this methodology. Please
refer to their website at "www.sawtooth.com" for further information, and research
papers.

8.3.5 Crossover Vehicle Attributes

The crossover vehicle attribute set consists of two subsets, the first group is the
attributes from existing products that are preferred by the target market, and the
second group consists of all new and still evolving attributes. The crossover target
customer is usually migrating from car, minivan, SUV, or truck segment, and has
already developed a preference for certain dominant designs, which he/she would
be expecting in a crossover vehicle. For example, from cars - driving and
handling capabilities, hatchback rear opening; from SUV - tall seating position,
four-wheel drive; from truck - high ground clearance, off-road and towing
capabilities; and from minivan - tall roof, roomy interior, four doors, three rows of
seats. The second group consists of attributes where there is no dominant design
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established yet. There are customer and technical uncertainties and the
pacesetters have shown a strong preference for these attributes. We are including
three such vehicle attributes for discussion purposes. The attributes are:
" Telematics
*

Interior flexibility

*

Exterior style

Telematics:
By the most basic definition, telematics means a combination of a wireless
telephone and an onboard computer. On the other end of the spectrum,
according to Brian Gratch from Motorola, "Telematics is really about
fundamentally changing the driving experience. It's something that's
fundamentally changing the way a car functions, and the way the driver, or
passengers, interface with the vehicle." This area is in very fluid state of
development, with several automobile companies, automotive suppliers,
companies from the computer industry, and Information technology companies
working to introduce new products and features in this area, either by themselves
or by forming a collaboration. Here are some of the features, products and
services offered:
*

In the Safety and Security area - Collision warning and notification, Stolen
vehicle recovery system

*

Infotainment - AutoPC, Back seat entertainment, E-mail, The Internet
access, onboard navigation, out-of-car navigation (by plugging-in their own
PDAs), real-time traffic Advisories, satellite radio, etc.

Pacesetter input is needed to decide between strategy of Lock-in, Sharing
agreement, Standards development, as described by Shapiro and Varian (1999).
Currently the key question facing automobile companies is, what kind of system
interface is required between a company's existing attributes and telematics?
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Figure 8.6 - Fully Integrated Telematics Interface

Figure 8.7 - Telematics Interface Options

Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 show some of the available options. These options can
be shown in the information pump setting to identify the pacesetters. Pacesetter
input is also valuable in resolving the question of market adoption and eventual
market potential.
The pacesetter method is useful because it is not yet apparent who the customer
is, and the most likely prospects have not experienced either the level of
performance or the features that are possible.
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Interior Flexibility:

Interior flexibility means providing an ability to utilize interior space according to
the customer's ever-changing needs. The needs may change for the same
customer according to time of the day, or time of the week. Figure 8.8 is showing
one of the interior configurations, a capability to seat seven passengers.

Seat

Module

Components Included:
" Seat Frames
" Cushions
" Tracks (manual & power)
* Restraints
* Headrests
" Covers
" Heating & Cooling Units
- Controls
"Wiring

Figure 8.8 - Seat Module

Figure 8.9 - Interior Flexibility Alternatives
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Figure 8.9 shows interior flexibility available due to seats that fold flat into the
floor, or a sunroof that retracts while the tailgate is pulled out. This flexibility gives
one the ability to go to a home improvement shop and put some 4X8 plywood
sheets in the back of the vehicle without having to decide that before you go. It is
really on-the-spot re-configure-ability.
Figure 8.10 shows another configuration option where third-row seats fold up over
the wheelhouses and are secured to the rear grab handles with a strap.

Figure 8.10 - Interior Flexibility Alternative

Several more alternatives are being offered by manufacturers. For example,
secure storage space to store a laptop and other personal valuables, or "dumpand-tumble forward" second row seats for easy access to a third-row seat.
All of the above options require fundamental trade-offs in vehicle architecture.
Therefore, the auto manufacturers need to get pacesetters involved in designing
of these options to introduce innovative features and options.
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Exterior style:
Exterior style is another such attribute that requires input from pacesetters. Figure
8.11 shows three styles as an example.

Figure 8.11 - Exterior style alternatives

There is an ultramodern illustration on the left, a tall station wagon look in the
middle, and a SUV look on the right. This attribute raises the age-old question of
what comes first? Form or function? Engineers tend to believe that, "function
drives form," while people involved with the design studio working on styling
believe that "form drives function." Pontiac Aztec, which is a crossover between a
car, a minivan, and a truck, is a good example of function driving a form. The
historical evidence shows that future users are usually unsure about what style
vehicle they will be buying four or five years in future. So, companies need input
from pacesetters, who are at the leading edge of the styling attribute, to
understand "outer edge" of future customer acceptance.
The attribute examples shown above, along with the rest of the key vehicle
attributes can be used for conjoint testing, and for identifying pacesetters as a part
of future research.
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8.3.6 Pacesetter System Framework

The guiding principle behind the Pacesetter System is, "when people closest to
the product focus on improvements, great things will happen." The pacesetter
system team proposal is similar to the 3M company's idea of using the Lead User
System for product design. The Pacesetter system approach is firmly grounded in
principle of Unbounded Systems Thinking (UST). This approach is ideally suited
for the Information Age where "everything interacts with everything else." The
approach involves integrating multiple perspectives (technical, organizational, and
personal) using the Pacesetter System Team. Figure 8.12 shows an overview of
the proposed Pacesetter System.

Pacesetter System

Innovative design
solutions for next
generation product
marketplace

Design concepts based
on creative collaboration
with pacesetters

Design Review Process
People
Experience
Knowledge
Skill
Expertise

Tools
Guideline Questions

Figure 8.12 - Pacesetter System

A typical pacesetter system team is a small cross-functional team of internal
experts, and pacesetters for a product attribute. There may be multiple pacesetter
teams present, depending upon attribute and technical uncertainties. For
example, there would be three pacesetter teams to work on telematics, interior
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flexibility, and exterior style, respectively. The pacesetter system can generate
innovative product concepts by using a disciplined approach, which is mindful of
the time constraints in today's product development process. The potential for
success of this system depends on teamwork between highly motivated people
who understand the problem at hand, and are capable of getting right input from
right sources in a timely manner. According to the people who have gone through
successful lead user applications at the 3M Company, being in a lead user team
is like being in a M*A*S*H. unit; where doctors and other staff members develop
innovative solutions to save a patient's life, while working under time pressure,
and requiring the fewest of items in inventory.
This cross-functional core team should include Pacesetter(s), an internal attribute
technical expert, a design engineer, and an attribute champion on the program.
They come up with design concepts by themselves and by consulting with other
functions within the company. These ideas go through detailed design reviews to
probe the effectiveness of design concepts in solving customer needs, within the
bounds of an affordable business structure.

8.3.7 Core Competency Considerations in the Pacesetter Selection

All companies that are targeting the same market segment can use the pacesetter
methodology as one alternative for generating exciting new products or product
concepts. Since all companies are catering to the same group of future
customers, this raises following questions:
*

Should all the companies talk to same pacesetters?

"

Should all the companies be seeking the same information from the
pacesetters?

Our answer to both of the questions is, "NO." The selection of the pacesetters and
the kind of information from the pacesetters that is actually used by a company
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depends upon core competency, existing internal constraints, and company
culture. Here are some examples to explain this further:
*

In our interior flexibility example, there are few alternatives for creating
cargo space, such as; seats that fold flat under the floor, seats that remain
above the floor after folding, seats that fold over the wheelhouse, seats that
can be easily removed, etc. Each of these alternatives involves a
compromise with other subsystems. For example, seats that fold flat under
the floor means that the spare tire needs a new place, a possible
redesigning of the four-wheel drive system, and/or a redesign of fuel tank,
etc. So a company would have to talk with the pacesetters for interior
flexibility as well as pacesetters for other subsystems, like transmission. At
the same time, a company like Honda that has already committed to seats
that fold flat under the floor, need not be talking with pacesetters about rear
seat options.

" Company culture also plays a role in what kind of pacesetter designs are
actually implemented by the company. If a company is like Chrysler
Corporation (before its takeover by Daimler), they will be more open to
pacesetter driven design concepts. While some other company culture, that
is more conservative will take a wait and see attitude. The use of "laser
welded blanks" to reduce body structure weight is a example of this.

8.3.8 Product Design Crystallization Process Overview

We are proposing a product design crystallization methodology framework for the
product design process of a hybrid class of products. This framework is a modified
form of a conventional system engineering approach. Our proposal is to use
pacesetter system teams at appropriate points in the design process to accelerate
design crystallization. This process is a solution driven process that exploits
design engineers' hands-on design and manufacturing capabilities experience,
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attribute champion's attribute knowledge, and pacesetters' personal product
usage knowledge.
Here are the high-level process steps:
1. Decide on a product strategy and identify future target market segment.
2. Cluster product attributes according to customers' attribute importance and
customers' attribute uncertainty.
3. Identify people who can help in the development of attributes in each of the
clusters, based on technical uncertainty and market uncertainty.
4. Form pacesetter system teams for the attributes, which need innovative
design entrants.
Figure 8.13 shows the proposed product design crystallization process flow
overview.
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Figure 8.13 - Crystallization Process Flow

The existing traditional system engineering based process is used as a starting
point and modified to accommodate the above-described steps. Initial product
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attributes are stored as attribute clusters, and multiple pacesetter system teams
are used to create balanced product attribute targets and corresponding design
concepts. This crystallization process framework is based on the following
principals:
* A structure is needed to effectively work within a complex product
development process.
* This structure should be as subtle as possible, so that it does not unduly
constrain the creativity of the team members.
*

Synchronization and stabilization are used on an as-needed basis;
synchronization between the development of sub-teams that share a
common interface, and system-wide stabilization using a full team design
review process to ensure that there are no unforeseen conflicts (reality
check).

Figure 8.14 shows an example of a template that can be used by multiple
pacesetter system teams for system-wide stabilization.
Product Design Crystallization Template
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Figure 8.14 - Design Crystallization Worksheet

The pacesetter system team uses optimization tools for balancing product
attribute targets. Figure 8.15 shows the kinds of decisions facing such a team.
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Package
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Figure 8.15 - Trade-off (Functional/Cost)

The teams are tasked with balancing a company's affordable business structure
and voice of customers. As mentioned before, "recombination" is used as a
technique for minimizing the cost to the company (ABS consideration). Here are
some guidelines that a team should look at:
" Using prior-model tools, facilities, and processes
*

Using facilities and tools already available - minimal investment

*

Recombination - Product components, assemblies, features, product
attributes, facilities, and tools from two or more products

*

Derivatives (same platform, but different skin)

*

Product components, assemblies, or features that have not changed from
the prior model

*

Focus on making changes only to improve customer-perceived value
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An example output from an attribute trade-off using optimization tools is shown in
Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.16 - Trade-off Results (Example)

The graphical representation of such results helps communication between teams
during synchronization.

A complex product such as an automobile includes several subassemblies, and
has numerous product attributes. An individual attribute may be at a different point
along the technology adoption curve than some other product attribute. Therefore,
the product development of different product attributes may require listening to
different customers (e.g., early adopters, early majority, etc.). This raises the
notion that in an Internet-based market research, the respondents should not be
treated equally. In this thesis, we have proposed a product crystallization
framework that uses selective listening technique. In the proposed process, we
use customer's attribute importance and uncertainty to cluster the product
attributes into four categories (refer to Figure 8.4). For example, crossover vehicle
attributes like, telematics and interior flexibility are in the "innovative design
entrants" cluster. We also proposed technical and market uncertainty framework
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(refer to Figure 8.5) to identify right people who can help in development of
attribute clusters. This is called selective listening.
We have developed a pacesetter's DNA rhombus (Figure 8.1) for identifying
customers who offer greatest insights, and have proposed an Internet-based
pacesetter identification process (Figure 8.2) to identify the best respondents who
can provide design guidance for development of "innovative design entrants". A
pacesetter system framework, which provides tools and processes, to uncover
and act on new opportunities is also proposed.
The virtual customer driven product design crystallization framework proposed in
this thesis will help in formulation of a new product development strategy that will
drive product decisions, and accelerate the development process.
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9

Conclusions

The focus of this thesis is to explore the use of Internet-based market research
techniques, which can provide representative and timely market share and
customer needs information for decision making in an automotive product design
and development process. We started-off by giving an overview of several
Internet-based market research techniques, and then described market research
tools that can be used to identify customers who can provide insights for product
development. In this research, we have developed criteria for identifying
Pacesetters, and have proposed a framework to incorporate pacesetter input into
product design crystallization. We believe that the original concepts, such as
creating product attribute clusters, and the concept of identifying pacesetters for
specific attributes, will help in increasing design reusability and increasing product
development speed.

9.1

Most Important Contributions of This Thesis

The most important contributions of this thesis are:
1. A "how-to" cookbook for identifying pacesetters at different product
development phases
2. A methodology to understand which customer needs influence the product
crystallization process, and how to accelerate crystallization by using a
framework of product attribute clusters and technical vs. marketing
uncertainty clusters
3. This thesis raises the notion that in an Internet-based market research, the
respondents should not be treated equally, and proposes a procedure for
selective listening.
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We developed criteria to identify people who offer the greatest insights for new
product development. These people exhibit following traits:
"

Evaluation ability: The ability to evaluate design and make judgments on
designs that worked and designs that need to improve

*

Associational fluency: The ability to associate one's own ideas about
product features with others (peers)

*

Spontaneous flexibility: The ability to identify a great variety of product
features with freedom from inertia

*

Financial alertness: The ability to pick market winners, i.e., awareness of
"future" target markets

In this research, we also proposed a framework for Virtual Customer Driven
Product Design Crystallization. Here are the high-level product crystallization
process steps:
1. Decide on a product strategy and identify future target market segment.
2. Cluster product attributes according to customers' attribute importance and
Customers' attribute uncertainty.
3. Identify people who can help in the development of attributes in each of the
clusters, based on Technical Uncertainty and Market Uncertainty.
4. Form Pacesetter System teams for the attributes, which need innovative
design entrants.

9.2

Recommendations for Further Research

The ideas and framework developed in our research for identifying pacesetters
needs to be verified using customer data. This can be done by using the
crossover vehicle attribute data to develop a Web-based conjoint, and also to
develop a web-based Information Pump and a Securities Trading of Concepts
(STOC) games. The results should then be compared against conventional
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methods. A company that is willing to pilot this methodology on a real product
development program can do verification of design crystallization methodology.
We proposed one method to identify Pacesetters using the Internet, since the
Web is rapidly evolving, there can be other opportunities for pacesetter
identification. We have listed few possibilities:
" Virtual communities, groups of people who share common interests and
needs who come together on-line
" Internet-based product simulation games
" Knowledge salons hosted by product guru's
*

Data mining to generate visual landscape of attribute experts (e.g.,
newsmap.com)

"

Repertory grid and Laddering

During our framework of Product Design Crystallization we have not discussed
how the interaction with Pacesetters will take place, or by using what medium.
This is another area for future research. One of the ideas is to connect with
pacesetters via the Web (using VRML, Flash tools, etc.) and plug them directly
into the engineering team designing the product. Another possibility is to use a
tool called Groove, a new collaborative peer-to-peer (P2P) tool from Lotus Notes
creator, Ray Ozzie.
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